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Performance! Release 12.6291 
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce interim release of Performance! 12.6291, the 
Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection, and Project Management software. 

The following enhancements have been done in this release. Also, the bugs that have 
been resolved in this release are given later in the document. 
 
Enhancements 
 
1. Enhancement in Fluid dialog 

 
The Standard button in the Fluid dialog has been replaced with the Goto Standard Fluid List 
button to indicate the functionality of the button clearly. Clicking this button takes you back to the 
standard fluids list. 
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2. Enhancement in Packing Dialog 
 

The Rule Block check box has been included in the Packing Dialog. This check box enables 
you to select the packing that display the pressure temperature violations. The packing with the 
pressure temperature violations are highlighted in light blue color (ref. screenshot) and are not 
selectable in normal mode. But, if you select this check box, these packing are highlighted in 
default (grey) color and you should be able to select these packings (ref. screenshot).  
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Bugs Fixed 
 

Issue # 11163, 11164, 11165, 11142, 11062, 11134, 11149, 10819, 11136, 11120, 
11131  
 

The summary report of the bugs is given below: 
 
0011163: The superscripts were not displayed properly in the Sizing screen. For 

example, for NM Cubic per hour, Performance! Sizing screen was showing arrow marks 
or question marks instead cubic. Now this error has been fixed to show cubic correctly.  
 

0011164: The user interface of Packing dialog needed to be enhanced such that it could 
reflect the current record state. A check box was needed to be provided for bypassing 
the Pressure Temperature and leakage constraints. The issue was resolved by adding 

the Rule Block check box in Packing dialog.  
 
0011165: A minor change was required in the Fluid dialog. The change was required to 

be done by changing the label of Standard Fluid to Goto Standard Fluid List to clarify its 
function. The issue was resolved by incorporating this change in the application. 
 

0011142: Valve noise, spec sheet and SQL error were displayed when the sizing was 
done for valves with CavControl trim. This happened as P2 = PV yielded sigma value 
equal to 1 which crashed the IEC calculation. The issue was fixed by setting the PV to 

lesser value. 
 
0011062: The user was unable to size the valve with two phase fluid. In the Sizing 

screen, the Cv was displaying 1.#i0 string instead of correct Cv. Also, the user was 
getting SQL error while sizing the valve. The issue was resolved by applying a quick 
patch to the application.  

 
0011134: The valve sizes table was not appearing in an orderly arrangement in the 
Performance! Specification screen (Body Size). The 26” valve was appearing after 28” 

and the 30” was appearing after 32”. Also the printed spec sheet was showing old valve 
size calculation. The data was missing for these sizes. This data was populated and 
hence the issue was fixed.  

 
0011149: The user was not able to enter liquid engineering units in the Conditions area 
of the Performance sizing screen. The issue was fixed in the Fluid dialog.  
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0010819: The user got the SQL error message while sizing a valve with Cond1 and 

Cond3 input process conditions. The printed spec sheet was able to show the Cond3 
but not the Cond1 process conditions. The issue is fixed now and the error is coming 
now. 

 
0011136: The user was getting SQL Errors almost in every activity of Performance! For 
example, the user was getting these errors after pressing the Final Quote, Price button 

etc. The issue has been fixed by applying the patches to the application. Similar bug 
with the issue no 0011120 is resolved. 
 

0011131: In the VL cylinder actuator, a 3rd layer check based purely on Spud was 
required to be included in Performance! Sizing screen. The issue was fixed by applying 
the suggested change.  

 
 
 

 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 

Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 

 
 
 

Mohan Babu 
 
Director, Engineering - Special Applications 

Mbabu@flowserve.com 
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